
The Comic 
Writer’s 
Cookbook

In the kitchen with 
Ryan K Lindsay



NOTE: any and all advice given here will probs 
take you 5+ years to even start to positively 
put into action.

If that’s too long, walk.

Seriously.



YMMV with all this
You may do it all, to no avail
You may already have killer success doing 
other things
I may be wrong
I may also be a gigantic blowhard [SPOILERS: I 
am]

Dramatics Aside
DISCLAIMER KLAXON



However:

I am speaking from a place of my own 
“success”

I have also studied the success of others





At the end of this, I will take your Qs, and I 
will A all of them.

Start thinking about this for later.

Prepare Your Qs



You ready? I’m ready!

Let’s break into comics!
[cue applause]
[please don’t]



Create. Learn by doing.
For months. Years.
Do your 10k pages of hot garbage.
Your initial work is practise. Enjoy it.
Know this: “YOU ARE NOT READY YET!”
I wasn’t [might still not be]

Where To Start?



Study your craft like it’s your job.
Because I’m sure you wish it was.
Anyone can write, only a few do it well.
Don’t be lazy, be excited.
Read. Listen. Read. Watch. Read. Think.
Write every damn day.

How To Make With The Getting Better



Where to study?

Books
Podcasts
Sites
Other comics
Other creators



Books about comics

UNDERSTANDING COMICS - Scott McCloud
The bible of making comics
History
How to use the page [panels, gutters, time]
Start here, keep touching base, end here



Books

COMICS & SEQUENTIAL ART - Will Eisner
Page construction, with breakdowns/examples
Metalanguage
Balance after/with McCloud
Great for art, directing/understanding



Books

WORDS FOR PICTURES - Brian Michael Bendis
Business practicalities
Editor/artist roundtables
Pitch samples



Books

Alan Moore’s Writing for Comics
Writing process
Story structure
Story metalanguage



Podcasts

Word Balloon - John Siuntres interviews
Scrub the archives - there’s good and bad
Gravitate to creators you dig/agree with
Big sessions with Bendis, Rucka, Brubaker, 

Fraction usually yield results
A good start, loose convo, good language, 

fun



Podcasts

Nerdist Writer’s [and Comics] Panel
Very fantastic no matter who’s on
Story structure
Breaking in
Next step up from Word Balloon, despite TV



Podcasts

Let’s Talk Comics
Career spanning discussions about growth, 

breaking in, story, everything
Fantastic learning and inspiration



Podcasts

Decompressed
Amazing Kieron Gillen interviews
Peeking inside random creative brains
Will widen your reading scope



Podcasts

Comics Experience Make Comics podcast
Short bites on ALL topics
Wonderful knowledge poured in



Podcasts

Final Issue
A new one, they roundtable hot button 

issues
Like Bendis’ book, this will give you a lay of 

the land



Podcasts

Comix Launch
Kickstarting comics
A MUST if you plan to crowd fund



Podcasts

Off Panel
Another sprawling interview show, this one 

seems to focus on the business acumen side of 
things



Podcasts

The Process
Kurtis J Wiebe, Jeremy Holt, and me spoke 

about our weekly process
Creator interviews about process, also



Podcasts

Some focus on process some on news, ymmv
Others of note:

Behind the Panels, Fanboy Radio, Fatman 
on Batman, The Nerdist, Creative 
Screenwriting Podcast, The Q & A, Orbital 
Comics.



Newsletters

Warren Ellis - bold truth
Brian Wood - just a peek into an active 
creative brain
Ryan K Lindsay - process, links



Sites

Comics Writers Services
So. Many. Links.
Interviews, manifestos, pitch/script 

samples, everything.
Everything.
I’ll see you in 6 months, seriously.



Sites

thoughtballoons
Scripting challenge site
New theme every week
Feedback and fun



Sites

Opening Contract by Dan Hill
Analysis of opening pages
Genius
Also an ebook on Gumroad



Sites

Creator Columns
The Basement Tapes - Fraction/Casey
Poplife - Fraction
Where the Hell am I? - Aaron
Bendis interviews @ Wizard

http://web.archive.org/web/20070810171942/http://www.wizarduniverse.com/magazine/archive/bendis.cfm


Sites

Tumblr
Creators are dropping annotations, and 

process journals and all kinds of fun on there.
Fraction, Shalvey, Samnee, et al.



Find specific creators who match your ethos 
and track their interviews, read their books, 
search them on YouTube.

Assess what makes them tick

Other Creators



He is my specific creator
I love his tumblr for comics analysis, the 

way he thinks about pages, panels, balloons, 
flow, everything

Back Matter - his is amazing, so are some 
others

Be Matt Fraction



Other Comics

Here ymmv, natch.
It really really depends on what sort of comics 
you want to make, and how you want to make 
them.
Here are some ideas...



Great ‘Process’ Reads
HAWKEYE -Aja/Fraction
DEADLY CLASS - Craig/Remender
BATMAN YEAR ONE - Mazzucchelli/Miller
FURY MAX - Parlov/Ennis
CRIMINAL - Phillips/Brubaker
Casanova/Punisher Max/Daredevil/  
Northlanders/East of West/Phonogram/Green 
Wake/Asterios Polyp/Cloonan’s one-shots



Great ‘Basic’ Reads

Y: THE LAST MAN - Guerra/Vaughan
NEW AVENGERS - Bendis and friends
THE WALKING DEAD - Adlard/Kirkman/Moore
LOCKE & KEY - Rodriguez/Hill
KIRBY! - all of it
Marvel events/THE DEEP/GOTHAM CENTRAL/ 
X-MEN SEASON ONE/BATMAN



After Reading Other Comics

Deconstruct them - story/issue/page/panel 
structures
Count scene pages
Count panels per page
Count balloons per panel/page
Rewrite the script for them from the art



Homework
Come up with three [3] different 
scene/moment ideas - write them down, keep 
them simple
At home, write 1 to 3 of those down as scripts, 
either 1 to 5 pages
Go through my cookbook and eat all the 
ingredients for a fortnight
Go back to your scripts and edit/improve



Growth

This is how growth is made, incremental.
Then get into writing short stories, 5-20 pages.
Write some rubbish. Share it. Get feedback.
Get better before actually making something.



Class Reunion

If you want to discuss this stuff further, show 
me your path/improvements/struggles, find 
me on:
twitter - @ryanklindsay
facebook - /ryanklindsay
site - ryanklindsay.com
tumblr - tumblr.ryanklindsay.com



Any Question?
:]



WRITE
#MAKECOMICS
:]


